Introduction.
If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R then the form ring F(R, I) of R with respect to I is the graded ring R/I®I/I2®I2/I3®-■ ■. These rings have played an important role in many research problems in commutative algebra, so they have been deeply studied and many of their properties have been discovered. In this paper we consider two theorems concerning form rings that have previously appeared in the literature and a new third theorem.
The first theorem gives a correct version of a result of Schenzel. It shows that, for locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian 
rings, F(R,I)re¿ is an integral domain if and only if F(Rp,IRp)Tec\
is an integral domain and / has only one asymptotic prime divisor. The second theorem gives an analogous characterization for F(R,J) to have only one prime divisor of zero for some ideal J that is projectively equivalent to I. And the third theorem shows that Nagata's form rings theorem, which gives a sufficient condition for a semilocal ring to be unmixed, actually characterizes unmixed semilocal rings.
Main theorems.
In [1] Huneke proved several nice theorems concerning when, for a prime ideal P in a Noetherian ring R, F(R, P)red is an integral domain. These results placed some conditions on R (such as being universally catenary and Nagata or Cohen-Macaulay) and usually showed that if F(Rp, PRp) is an integral domain, then F{R, P)red is an integral domain if and only if some other condition on P (in terms of symbolic powers, analytic spread, etc.) holds. In [15, Theorem 3] Schenzel tried to prove a similar result applicable to all Noetherian rings, namely, F(R, P)red is an integral domain if and only if F(Rp, PRp)Tec\ is an integral domain and Â*(P) = {P}. (Here, for an ideal / in R, A*(/) = {Q G SpecÄ; 7 Ç Q and Q G Ass (i?/(7n)a) for all large n}, where (/")<, is the integral closure in R of /".) This theorem would generalize and sharpen several results in [1] , especially [1, Theorem 2.2], but unfortunately the theorem does not hold in general; a specific counterexample can be given by considering P = (z, zx)R in the ring R of [6, Example 2, in the case r = 1 and m = 0. However, it follows from (2.1) that this theorem is true for primary ideals in locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings.
(2.1) THEOREM. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and assume that Rad(7) = P is prime and that Rm is quasi-unmixed for all maximal ideals M in R containing I. Then Before proving a somewhat analogous result for arbitrary Noetherian rings, we first make several remarks concerning the condition A* (I) = {P}. .1) shows that the equivalent statements in (2.1) are also equivalent to A*(uR) = {p}.
(2.2.5) It is shown in [12, (2. 2)] that if Â*(I) = {P}, then PÇQ satisfy goingdown for all Q G Spec(ñ) that contain P. Also, if for all maximal ideals M in R containing I it holds that Rm is unmixed, instead of just quasi-unmixed, then it is shown in [11, (2.6 ) and (2.2.5)(f)] that if I is P-primary, then Â*(I) = {P} is equivalent to: there exists k > 1 such that /(") Ç In~k for all n > k, where f(n) _ jnRp n R ig the nth symbolic power of 7. In particular, 7(nî> = 7(n)i for all n > k and for all i > 1, by [11, (3.3) ].
We now turn to the second theorem. For this theorem, recall that ideals I and J in a ring R are projectively equivalent in case (P)a = {JJ)a for some positive integers i and j. Also recall that E(I) = {P G Spec(72); I Ç P and (7 + z)L is PL-primary for some z G Ass(L), where L is the completion of Rp}, and C/(7) = {p n R;p G 7í(itP[ct,í7])}.
(Elements in £"(7) (resp., U{I)) are called the essential (resp., u-essential) prime divisors of 7; many properties of essential (resp., uessential) prime divisors are proved in [4] (resp., [2] ). In particular, 7£(7)nA*(7) Ç U(I) Ç Ass{R/In) for all large n, by [2, (2.3.3) and (2.5.7)].) (2. 3) THEOREM. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and assume that Rad(7) = P is prime. Then there exists an ideal J in R that is projectively equivalent to I such that: Ass (F(72, J) ) is a one-point set if and only if Ass(F(7?p, JRp)) is a one-point set and U(J) -{P}. .3) the maximal elements in Ass(A/uA) are in E(uA). Therefore it follows that if U(I) = {P}, then uAr-p fl A = it A, so F (72, JR) is a subring of F (Tip, JRp) and these rings have the same total quotient rings. Therefore F(7Î, J) has only one (resp., only one minimal) prime divisor of zero if and only if F(Rp,JRp) does.
(2.4.
2) It is shown in [2, (2.11) ] that if the completion of Rm has no imbedded prime divisors of zero for all maximal ideals M in R that contain 7, then Í7(7) = A*(7). Therefore, for example, if 7 is a primary ideal in an analytically unramified semilocal ring, then there exists an ideal J that is projectively equivalent to 7 such that: Ass(F(72, J)) is a one-point set if and only if Ass(F(72p, JRp)) is a one-point set and Â*(J) = {P}. (2.4. 3) It is shown in the proof of [10, (4.15) ] that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between E(uT) and E(uA) such that if p' and p" correspond, then p'DR = p"r\R. And it is readily seen that Ass(T/ttT) = {pRsDT; p G Ass(R/uR) and p D S = 0}, so there exists a one-to-one correspondence between E(uR) and E(uT), since the localization of an essential prime divisor is an essential prime divisor, by [4, (3.3.2) ]. Therefore, since the minimal prime divisors of uR (resp., uA, uT) are in E(uR) (resp., E(uA), E(uT)) it follows that F(72, J) has exactly k We now come to the third and final theorem, the second part of which is closely related to (2.3). For this result recall that an ideal 7 in a ring R is said to be isobathy in case every prime divisor P of 7 satisfies depth(P) = depth (7) .
With this terminology, in [6, (25 Q.E.D.
We next note two consequences of (2.5).
(2.6) REMARK. If 7 is an ideal in an unmixed semi-local ring R, then:
(2.6.1) If 7 is normal (that is, (7n)a = 7™ for all n > 1), then the zero ideal in F(72,7) is isobathy.
